Faith in God Brings Stability to Our Lives
James 1:1-8
____________ and ____________ are interdependent.
A ________ attitude (________) cannot produce a good
outcome.
A ________ attitude (_______) cannot produce a bad
outcome.
Galatians 6:7
A __________ attitude toward trials, always results in a
___________ outcome.
James 1:2
Develop a mindset that participates in trials
___________.
We will meet all kinds of trials, so be prepared to
respond ___________.
You will be _________ so look ___________ to it.
James 1:3
When you respond to trials with a __________ attitude,
__________ things happen inside of you.
James 1:4
The “full effect” means that steadfastness
(______________) has accomplished all it was meant
to accomplish:
Perfect: ____________ [teleios]
Hebrews 5:14
Complete: __________, ___________, without
____________ or defect.
1 Thessalonians 5:23
Lacking nothing: __________ everything you
need.
Titus 3:13
Humility, prayer and faith have a ____________ ___________.
__________ _____________ is needed when Christians face
trials.
James 1:5
The ___________ acknowledge the need for wisdom.
James 4:6
The ___________ of wisdom is ________, so ask for it.

James 4:2b
He gives generously: without ___________.
He gives without ___________ or ___________.
Mark 15:32
To the ____________ who acknowledge their
need, pray and believe, God gives what they ask
for (wisdom) __________ of the time.
____________ has devastating consequences.
Faith and doubt reveal our ____________ ____________.
James 1:6
While God does not ___________ those who ask in faith, the
doubter ___________ God by demeaning His Character.
Matthew 14:31
The doubter has the internal character of the _______
of the _______.
The doubter is driven by the winds of ___________
and ___________ instead of by a secure faith in God.
The doubter, who demeans the Character of God is
___________ if he thinks that ____________ God leads to
answered prayers.
James 1:7
The doubter has _________ unanswered prayer if he
even prays at all. He is a practicing ___________.
Psalm 14:1; 53:1
Every area of the doubter’s life is __________ ____________.
James 1:8
Double-minded: Literally “two-_________”; of two
__________; with a divided __________
James 4:8
Literally: _________, ___________, or
vacillating
An example of being ___________-minded:
1 Chronicles 12:33
Unstable: not ___________, ___________, not
___________ to
James 3:8
In all his ways: in __________ way, nothing is
___________ by doubt: every decision is __________.
Romans 14:23

